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ABSTRÀCT

The purpose of this practicum is to compile a manual of the

technology, art and application of interior l-andscape architecture

principles for designers. Ttte objective is to illustrate how the

designer may create desert or rainforest imagery within the confines of

architecture, while satisfying horticultural requirements.

This was accomplistred by examining tle natural- desert and rainforest

environments and identifying ttre following basic elements: the

horticultural factors - temperature, 1i9ht, precipitation, relative

humidity, and soil; and tte inherent qualities of the natural lanilscape

and plants - Iight, scale, colour, form, texture and line' The interior

environment \¡ras examined and basic elements identified: human comfort -

temperature, relative tnrmidity, and light; horticulture - temperature,

relative humidity, tight¡ moisture, transpiration, soiLs, nutrients and

gasesi and architecture - interior finishes, equipment access and planter

de sign .

The principles of interior landscape architecture technology and art

were applied in the development of two prototypes for a lobby area in

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Interior landscape architecture environmental imagery may be

created wt¡en the following components are included in the design:
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1. I{e are obrigated to create environments for people therefore

tuman pq¡chological and comfort needs must be satisfied.

2. The proper horticultural requirements must be provided for the

plants selected, especially light, to ensure plant health,

growth and maintenance.

3. Through the use of abstracted gualities from the natural prantrs

environment and the plants ttemselves, more unified and exciting

interior spaces may be created.
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1.1 THE NECESSITY FOR INTERIOR IÀNDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Currently l,lan exists in two landscapes, the natural and the

cultural. The natural can be defined as occurring where ecological

forces are dominant. The cultural l-andscape is identified by evidence of

human interaction with nature over time. Humanity is bound by naturers

forces and rnust establish a habitat within nature's balanced and

self-renewing environment. Man must understand nature, learn frorn her

and use her as a reservoir of inspiration and discipline.

Since the beginning of Èime man has had a symbiotic relationship

with nature. l"lan is part of nature and is constantly affected by his

physical surroundings. Each of us is dependent on it, not only for the

material necessities of life, but for the baÌanced functioning of our

senses and ultimately for emotional well-being. Sounds, light, forms,

textures, colors, movement and other living organisms in our environment

infl-uence, for better or vrorse our physical or psychological condition.

This is merely another aspect of our participation in nature.

In lvlanrs rapidly changing world where technology continuaJ-ly

calibrates, refines and sometimes decimates the world, nature provj-des

support and consol-ation in her beauty and is of _oreater value than ever

before. Now because of the speed and ability of human beings to change

the environment drastically, we should not forget that despite our

advanced technology, we are creating environments for human beings and

that our emotional and physical needs are much the same as our ancestors



thousands of years ago. For centuries, nature has brought beautyr Çuiet
and repose to those who have sought a retreat from the burdens of daily

life. rn todayrs cultural randscape this link with nature can be

strengthened by including nature in our interior environments.

Interior landscaped spaces are symbols of a defiance of winter in

northern climates. Ì'Iinnipeg is one of many northern cities where winter

is a natural phenomenon t¡ut through planning and desigrr, the extremities

of our winter climate can be softened. If jetplanes can be desigmed to

take passengers in total comfort through high altitudesr e¡hy can,t the

same technology, and designing skills be used to create climatically

controlled environments to house year-round tropical oases in high

latitudes? "Past generations turned to the technical marvels of their

day - hammer and nails, woolen cloth, grass bricks and stoves - to make

survival possible in the winter belt. Mere f'survival-" is not good enough

for todayts generations, who have seen their Lives transformed by planes,

television and computers and have for their use miracle technologies

previously beyond imagination." 1 No wonder v¡e turn to evoJ_ving

technology to keep todayrs wel-l--entrenched expectations of a high quatity

of life in our northern latitudes competitive with that of warmer climate

belts.

ln addition to the uplifting psychological and emotional effects of

interior plants on the inhabitants of architectural spaces, tropicar

plants also provide a number of functional and aesthetic duties for the

designer. The following examples illustrates these duties:



l. Plants àct a6 visual BcreenÊ and larger plantlngs forrr

acoustlcal barrlers between Bpaces. Plants cleanae the alr

and refresh the atmosphere through photosynthesis.

Figure 1.

Source -
Industry,

Ford Foundation
l'larch 1985, p.

auildingr New York.
51.

Interior Landscape



2. Plants help soften hard architectural

to nondeecrlpt surfaces.

surfaces and provide texture

Figure 2.

Source - Residence in Highland park, Illinois.
Industry, January 1985, p. 51.

lnterior Landscape



3. Plants create

interiore.

and change moode, softening the decor of many modern
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Fi gure 3 .

Source - Opryland
Industryr October

Hote I , Na shvi ì. l-e .
1984, p. 32.

Interior Landscape



4. Plants provide a

volume.

Figure 4.

Source - HickorY Hollow Ma11,
NashviIle. Interior landscaPe
Industry, October 1984, P. 33,',

I

Figure 5.

Source -
New York.
Industry,

sense of scale and help artlculate spatial

VÀV,il
la'rla'/l¡

:-'ãtr
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È Plants aid in directing traffic circulation.

Figrure 6.

Source - ClayDesta
Landscape Industry¡

Nationa 1

October
Prairie
P. 53.

Bank,
1984,

View, Il1inois. Interior



6. Tropical plants ôct a6 a trånsition between

lnterior landscaping.

the exterior and
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Figure 7.

Source - Crocker
January 1985, p.

Centre r
61.

Los Ànqeles. Interior Landscape fndustry,
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7. PJants can be used to indicate

can be a colorfuL treatment of

change ln floor level,

stairwell.

or theya

a

Figure 8.

Source - Ford Foundation
Industry, February 1985,

Buildingr
p. 21-

New York. lnterior Landscape
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8. Plants are sim¡).y

texture and 11fe

attract attention

¡nu1ti-storey open

aesthetica) ly pleasing,

to our lnteriors all year

to a particular feature

6PaCe.

acl<li nq color ,

round. Plants

of a building

ora ce ,

can al60

such as

t

Fig'ure 9.

Source - Grand Cypress Resort, Hyatt
Landscape Industry, October 1984, p.

Regency
52.

Hotel. Interior
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o Plants can be used

characterfstics of

as objects of

forn, color,

art, utilizing their

texture and scaIe.
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Figure 10:

Source - Larry Hagman Residence, Malibu.
November 1984, p. 186.

House and Garden,
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1.1.1 Ttp Desiqnerrs Role in tlp Development of Interior Landscaped

Spaces

The designer plays a key role in the environmental decision making

process of interior landscaped areas. Their task is to provide the

skills and knowLedge which facilitate the sensible development of

interior landscaped spaces. This is accomplished by integrating tt¡e art

and technolog¡r of interior landscaping to create surroundings that

stimulate our senses. No one can deny that environments which support

active plant growth are far superior to those which only allow tropical-

plants to merely survive. The art of interior landscaping uses tropical

landscapes and plants as inspiration for interior design elements, or to

futfill any of a number of aestbetic or functional uses. Through a

cultivated sensitivity to tropical colour, texture, scale, form, line and

detail, the designer can create interior spaces which exude pleasure,

interest, warmth or pure detight. As a painter uses oil and canvass, the

interior landscape designer uses aspects of the natural tropical

environment to create art forms. Interior plantings are complex and must

be carefully designed for the sake of the plants and those who will

benefiL from their use. Spaces for plants should be intentionally

pì-anned. Plants should not be a decorative afterthought to fill- an

otherwise useless void. Tfrey must be properly desigrred for ease of

maintenance and the plants kept in good condition for a sickl-y interior

garden is worse than none at aÌl. If included at the building concept

and design stage, environments can be created that will artfully support

the growth of luxurious tropicals.
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Design groups consisting of many designers - architects, engineers,

interior and industrial designers, as welÌ as scientists, technicaL

experts, contractors, managers and clients - is of vital importance

for co-operation, especially in the early stages of planning, is

essential in order to avoid mistakes and failures. A professional

commitment to understanding the environment, be it exterior or interior,

must exist. Proper planning decreases costs of install-ation, maintenance

and replacements resulting in ttre interior landscaped space that ttre

client, architect, interior designer, landscape architect and landscape

contractor had envisioned.

1.1.2 Summary

Exotic plants ful-f il1 many psychological, aestlretic and functional

purposes in our interior environments. Landscape designers play a key

role in the desigm and devel-opment of interior landscaped spaces by

combining tbe art and technologty of interior landscape architecture to

create harmonious relationships between tropical pì-ants, the interior

environment and people.
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1.2 THE HISTORICÀL DEVELOPMENT OF IMTERTOR I,ÀNDSC¡,PE ARCHITECTURE

1.2.1 Introduction

Man has been growing plants indoors for many centuriesr either

because of manrs natural symbiotic relationship with prants or as a

result of his defiance of nature. Às man traveled farther afield, he

collected unfamiliar varieties and brought back seeds to be nurtured in

structures which allowed protection from the cold while atlowing light

penetration. Advances in technology red to improved interior

environments for the cul-tivation of exotic specimens. Many interiors of

modern architecture include interior landscaped spaces which reflect

contemporary attitudes towards mants fundamentar link wiÈh nature.

1 .2.2 Historical_ Devel-opment

Plant hunters of the past and present are responsible for the grgat

variety of ornamental plants from around the wortd. There is evidence

that the Roman atrium was well- furnished with hanging pots of flowering

plants. They buiLt greenhouses of mica to let the sun in and used heat

given off by manure to winterforce the exotics collected in their

campaigrrs. The Crusaders brought unfamiliar varieties back to England

while columbus returned from his voyages with seeds found in the New

I{or1d.
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During the 17th and 18th centuries the crews or pasÊengers of

colonizing and merchant ships often included a botanist for the purpose

of identifying plants of possible value as food, medicine or to

accommodate the growing demand for exotics. As new plants continued to

be introduced from abroad, al"ong v¡ith the Englishmanrs increasing

preoccupation with botany and horticulture, the need for structures to

house these exotics in a foreign and hostile environment hras realized.

This resulted in the building of conservatories where exotic specimens

could be raised with special care.

Orange cultivation, especially rare varieties beqame a noble hobby

and the addition of a greenhouse to a mansion was just as important as a

membership in a scientific society. Glass rooms known as orangeries in

which citrus trees ltere grown, began to appear in country estates in the

early 17th century Engl,and. The I'orangeries" doubLed as banquet halls in

the summer when the trees were moved outside. Many of the greenhouses

faced north. A few small windows in the structures allowed for light

penetration.

The first heating systems \dere very crude. The open fires and hot

flues heated by coal created problems of noxious fumes and uneven heat

distribution.2 The tater use of stoves eliminated the smoke problem but

localized heat probfems remained. The desire to nurture exotic plants in

a hostile climate led to the development of the glass house with a

sophisticated mechanical climate control device.

In the 18th century, light was generally recogrrized as healthy for

plants. Gardeners, in a quest for light began to use glass, probably due
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to the decrease in cost of the item, and found that by sloping the walÌs

and roofs of glass, greater su¡ penetration was obtained. The repeal of

duty on glass in 1845 led to the use of larger Panes of glass and as

thick as possible. But it had problems too, the thickness of the glass

acted as a magmifying glass resulting in scorched pLants and the weight

of the glass led to twisted sash frames. This functional approach to

buiJ-ding purpose, created structures varied in form and without

historical precedent.

During the 19th century, new inventions and improvements, and the

popularity of greenhouses led to many technical advances in greenhouse

design and management - automatic thermostats to control- ventilatorsi

natural convection circulation of wateri ridge-and-furrow roof glazing

attempted to provide a more even distribution of light throughout the day

for plants. The new construction materials of the IndusLrial Revolution'

iron and glass, in combination with standardization and prefabrication,

represented the sophistication of the engineering advances in the 19th

century. The tensile strength of iron allowed new designs invofving vast

enclosed or spanned spaces that were stronger and more fire resistant

structures than of preceding centuries. The prefabrication of iron and

glass units, permitted the construction of the Crystal Palace, designed

by Joseph Paxton, in the unheard of time of six months (Figure 11).
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Figure 1 1.

Source - CrystaL Palace, London, 1850-51.
and Richard Tansey, Art Through the Àges,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1970) p.

Horst de la Croix
6th ed., (New York:
713.
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During the 20th century, interest in exotic plants waned due to the

fact that peopl-e had less time and money for exotic plants. Commercial

greenhouses on the other hand expanded along with greenhouse technology

that automatically monitored heatr light, humidity, waLer and fertilizer,

with little thought given to energy conservation. VJith increased costs

of energy, alternative methods of heating were sought.

The history of interior landscaping has come full circle as many

households and institutions recognize the benefits of exotic plants. The

conservatories and wintergardens of the last century v¡ere popular social

centers of their era and not just gardens. They provided seating for

peop]-e to listen to music played by bands, poetry recited by a reader, or

to watch a pray acted on sundays. Ivlany were equipped with a beer garden.

An example of a modern day social center and indoor park is the Rainbow

!1a11 l{intergarden, in Niagara FaIIs, New York (Figmre 12), The

Wintergarden is a greenhouse-like structure desigmed by Gruen Associates

and M. PauI Friedberg and Partners in 1978. It measures 175 feet by 155

feet and 107 feet high, dividing FaIl Street to form east and west

pedestrian maIls. Inside are 7000 subtropical plants of 200 species

ranging in size from 40 foot high palms to smaller trees, shrubsr groünd

covers and hanging baskets. Plants are tagged with comnon and botanical

names so that visitors can use the Wintergarden as an educational

resource as well as attending art classes, listening to classical music

or just to strofl among the shops.
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figure 12.

Source - Rainbow l,tall
"Gardens On The Insider
(January 1980):33.

Wintergarden, Niagara FalÌs.
Landscape Àrchitecture
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The West Office Building of Deere and Company has a 111000 square

foot atrium space rising from ground level to a height of 53 feet.4

(Figrure 13). Mirrors throughout the garden refl-ect peopler plants and

the panorama. VJork spaces of the upper two levels are open to the court

while the offices on the lower level are given privacy behind reflective

gLass. The menagerie of ground covers, flowering seasonal displays,

trees, shrubs and hanging baskets provide a daily contact with nature in

the work environrnent. It í6 the architectfs contention that Ìcontact

with nature" acts as a spur to the psychological- well-being of peopJ-e.

In another of his buildings, Kevin Roche, created a tropical paradise in

the greenhouse lobby of the Ford Foundation Building in midtown

Manhatten. The indoor garden lends dignity and inspiration to the

function of business.
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The Royal Canadian l"lintr built in Winnipeg in 1976, is designed to

allow the visiting public to view the rnoney making procedure. The Mint

was designed to stand out as a prominent element in the public eye. The

landscaped interior courtyard acts as a focal point for the interior

spaces. The environmentally controlled garden sports a fountain, bridge

and an assortment of tropical and subtropical plants of varying heights.

The special feature of the garden is the fact that it can be viewed from

many different angles and leveIs. The strip skylights and extensive

windows on the ground planer flood the space with varying qualities of

natural light, changing the mood as the day and outside conditions vary.

Supplemental artificial Iighting is provided by fixtures on the ceiling

and on light standards throughout the garden. The interior landscaping

provides a pleasant contrast to the angular and slick structure which

houses it.

Tropical plants are also used in buildings such as the Conservatory

and Tropical House at the $Iinnipeg Zoo. These structures are

specifically designed and constructed to house plants as wel-I as birds

and animals of tropical regions. These spaces serve as educational

centers for the public.

Indoor plants and gardens are not only widespread in the

contemporary environment, they represent new values and changing

attitudes to\,¡ards their use. What has spawned this revival of indoor

plants and gardens?

There are several explanations: First man nor{¡ has the capabiÌity,

resources, the freedom of choice and the time to exercise it. Technology
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combined with NorÈh American affLuence, has enabled us to coexist with

plants in environments originalì-y created for people.

The second explanation is one of economics. Plants are inexpensive

interior desigm elementsr continually changing and evoking different

moods. They add value and life to the space in which they grow, a

residual value which makes plants commercially attractive.

Thirdr interior tropical gardens represent symbolic values, a

defiance of nature in northern climates. Exotic plants add warmth,

colourr Çrac€, texture and life to the interior environment aIl year

round.

Fourth, time and choice are more obscure but no less important

reasons for growing plants indoors. The enormous increase in the amount

of leisure time is creating a kind of personal revolution among us. We

search for a broader range of leisure time activities which are

individually exciting or gratifying. Interior plants are a close at hand

form of l-eisure art. Our daily lives are structured and competitive so

we seek those leisure time activities which are passive, thoughtful,

creative, interpretive and highly selective. The resulÈ is often a

hybrid of recreationr education, culture and entertainment.

F'ifth, the cultivation of exotic plants indoors sustains our

intellectual interest and fulfil-]s a basic need for life. No one wilL

dispute the fact that the site of healthy, growing plants in interior

landscaped areas during winterrs cold and snow, lifts onets spirits.

Sixth, plants are an important part of projecting an image by

developers, builders and architects. Indoor plants are no longer an
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optional accessory in building design. They are a necessity. The dernand

for plants is an lntegraÌ part of the interior is unquestioned. with

this increased demand for interior Landscaped spaces, comes the need for

higher quality designs. The old theory of simply filting an otherwise

useless void with plants no longer fits the bil-1.

Recent improvements in the field of artificial- rsilkr plants creates

avenues for their use in locations where live plant material would not

thrive. The desigmer must make a fundamental decision between artifi-

cial, real or a combination of both types according to his or her

professional and moral convictions. If real plants are the choice,

should indigenous plant material from northern climates be selecÈed for

indigenous architecture, or plants from tropica3- regions? Generally,

plants from the temperate regions do not thrive well, if at all, under

interior conditions because they are conditioned to seasons of cold and

heat, or dryness which aflows a period of dormancy. Therefore, most of

the plants used today in the interior environment are native to the trop-

ical regions, either rainforests or deserts. It is extremely important

that the designer realize this in order to understand the horticultural

reguirements involved in maintaining these plants in a healthy state in

the interior environment.

1 .2.3 Summary

The history of interior landscaping has evolved throughout the cen-

turies as a resuft of travel advances in technoLogy t and changes in atti-
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tudes towards exotic plant use. Today our climate controlled environ-

ments all-ow us to nurture and enjoy tropical plants where centuries ago

our ancestors coul-d not. Interior landscaping is widespread in the con-

temPorary environment, representing symbolic values, economic, and intel-

lectual- interests while fuÌfilling man's psychological link with nature.
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2.1 THE DESERT ENVIRONI'IENT

2.1.1 Introduction

Deserts are characterized by ress rain, more wind, more sun, high

evaporaÈion, wide daily ranges of temperatures, low hunidity and higher

temperatures than other regions of the earth. The topography is usuarly

stark and partially shaped by water. Unprotected by vegetaÈion, the soil_

erodes easily in viorent rainstorms and is further eroded by strong

winds. Desert vegetation has adapted well to very low revers of

precipitation and are either xerophytes or halophytes. The purpose of

this chapter is to discuss the Desert environmenÈ in terms of climate,

description of the environment, vegetation and soiIs.

2.1.2 Clirrate

In the Sonoran Desert Arizona, temperatures are consistent from year

to year. Temperatures during the summer months are very hot, regularly

exceeding 37.7o C. Northern stations and those at higher eJ-evations,

occasionally experience freezing. The extreme southern portion of the

desert is subject to wide temperature fluctuations from frosts to

temperatures of 26.6" c to 32.2o c during the winter months.4 Extreme

diurnal temperature ranges throughout the desert are experienced during

the year. Cloudl-ess skies 85 percent of the time attribute to the daily

radicaL temperature fluctuations. AnnuaI rainfall in the Sonoran Desert

varies from 203 mm in the western regions to 381 mm throughout the
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remainder of the desert. Average annuaL relative humidity is approxi-

rnateJ-y thirty Percent.5 E'vaporation is generally great, fifteen to twen-

ty times precipitation, caused by high temperatures, wind and slight

cloud cover.

2.1.3 Description of the Desert Environment

The deserts of the world vary in l-ocation and are found in low and

high latitudes, interiors of continents and on coasts aÈ high al-titudes.

Deserts can be the result of many l-ocal facLors:

a ) the rainshadow effect next to mountains

b) a lack of rainfall in the summer

c) poor drainage leaving salt deposits on the soil surface

d) Manrs efforts of deforestation and farming

e) distance from a ì-arge water body, and

f) air currents passing over col-d ocean currents absorbing

little moisture.

In deserts of the Tropics and Subtropics there is an overall deficit

of water in a year, the size of the deficit determining the degree of

aridity. Paradoxically, for a region lacking s¡ater, the desertrs base is

prirnarily shaped by water, eroding the surface during short-1ived, high

peaked rainstorms (Figure 14). The surface of the desert is rel_atively

i-mpermeable to water with little water seeping into the ground and in

combination v¡ith a lack of vegetation, contributes to soil erosion and
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the transportation of debris. Wind also plays an important role ln shap-

ing the desert landscape r Çusting and whirling without obstruction over

the desert col-lecting, sorting and transporting loose particles,

sandblasting everything anchored. Depressions are important features of

aIl deserts.

2.1.4 Vegetation

Because of the random nature of water to the desert, the

reproduction of species tends to be opportunistic in nature rather than

following a regular seasonal schedule as in other regions with more

favorable conditions. Organisms take advantage of temporarily favorable

circumstances, reproducing in a very short time. Due to the scarcity of

water, desert plant cover varies from nothing to open stands, usually

occurring in hoLlows where available moisture accumulates (Figure 15).

Plant biomass, the total amount of plant matter living above and below

ground, is a useful indicator of the degree of development vegetation has

achieved in an area. Desertts have a low biomass, 10 to 15

centner/hectare when compared Èo a Tropical- Rainforest which has over

5000 centner,/hectare.6 Figure 16 illustraÈes the openness of desert

vegetation.
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Source - Roger Dunbier,
Arizona Press, 1968), p.

The Sonoran Desert (Tuscon:

-

The University of

I,later is a vitar eLement for plant Life and desert plants have

adapted welL to low precipitation levels. llost desert p1ant6 can be

cÌassified as xerophytes for they have the ability to avoid drought to

some degree. There are two cl,asses of desert vegetation, the annuals or

drought evaders, and the perennial-s or drought resistors. Annual_s or

ephemera)-s may form dense stands after rains and produce 1eaves, fJ.owers

and fruit in six to eight weeks, with the seeds waiting for the next year

or favorable conditions. Ephemerals make up 50 to 60 percent of all

desert plants and are short, smaLL plants with shall_ow roots.
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Desert perennial vegetation is either succulent in nature or woody.

The succulents store water within the leaf strucÈure and have a vraxy

surface or they can be spiny, storing the water in the stem. They close

the stomata during the heat of the day and open them at night in order to

avoid excessive ]oss of water. Woody perennials are the dominant plant

type of arid regions. There are many morphologically different forms of

plants ranging from grasses and woody herbaceous plants to shrubs and

trees. They are very hardy, evergreen or deciduous and many are spiny.

Their seed germinate onJ-y when the seed coat is damaged either by the

scraping of stones afÈer a rainfall or by the digestive juices of

animals. Stems are especiaì-ly tough, hard and resistant to drying.

Leaves may have a thick cutin layer, a dense covering of hairs, or they

may be vrâxle leathery or varnished in order to prevent excessive moisture

loss through transpiration. Some plants shed their leaves at the

beginning of the dry season preventing undue water l-oss. Roots vary from

plant to plant, some having tap roots or root crov¡ns, others having

spreading root systems many times larger than the above ground plant

mass. Halophytes are salt-tol-erant plants which grow in areas with high-

ly saline soils and at the edge of salÈ lakes. Some halophytes have

developed a tol-erance to salt conditions while others avoid sal-t hazard

by excl-uding from entry those ions in high toxic concentrations. Salt

evaders regulate their life cycle, growing only during the Wet season,

thus avoiding a salt hazard.
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2. 1 .5. Soi 1s

Desert soils are characteristically very poor and in some places do

not exist. Due to a general lack of vegetation, therefore little organic

matter, and very slow chemical decomposition of minerals, arid-zone soils

are nitrogen poor and generally unstable. They are not subject to leach-

ing therefore soluble salts accumulate in the soil profile to the depth

of water percolation or to the water table. often salt concentrations

are high enough to be toxic to plants.

2.1 .6 Summary

The desert environment is naturers product when the climate produces

an overall deficit of water in a year. The desert is characterized by

less rain, more windr more sunr high evaporation, daily wide ranges of

temperatures, low humidity and higher temperatures than other regions of

the earth. As a result, the desert vegetation has evolved specialized

forms to withstand this harsh environment.

By studying the desert environmentr the designer acquires a basic

understanding of desert plant horticulture. This knowledge can be

applied to provide the proper interior conditions of Iight, temperature,

relative humidity, moisture reguirements and growing medium for desert

plant growth and maintenance in the controlled interior environment of

norÈhern tatitudes. Desert plants provide a great variety of forms,

colors and textures to the interior l-andscaped sPace.
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2.2 TROPICAL R.AINFOREST ENVIRONMENT

2.2. 1 Introduction

Ttre tropical rainforests of the world are complex and dynamic

systems of diversity and interdependence between plants and animals.

They occur in l-ow altitude areas having abundant and weII distributed

rainfall throughout the year, combined with consistent r,¡arm temPeratures

and length of days. The species-rich forest structure, composed of many

layers, is in constant competition for 1ight, moisture and nutrients.

Tbe purpose of this chapter is to discuss tle tropical rainforest

environment in terms of climate, description of the environment,

vegetation and soils.

2.2.2 Cli¡rate

The species-rich rainforest is possible due to the constant high

trumidity, and minimal seasonal variatÍons. l'lean annual temperature is

260 C with monthly means between 24o C and 28o C. Diurnal temperatures

vary from I to 10 C degrees. Maximum temperatures rarely exceeds 38" C

and minimum temperatures are around 20o C. There are no frosts in this

region. ( Fignrre 17 ) .
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Source - Temperature and Precipitation in the Tropics. Michael Senior,
Tropical lands À Human Geography (Hong Kong: Longman Group Ltd.r 1979),
p. 1.

HeaW rainfall occurs throughout rnuch of the year dropping 2,000 to

3r000 mm annually. Rainfall is one of the most influential factors

controlling tropical vegetation, often fa).ling in bursts. The crowns of

treesr climbers and epiphytes intercept a proportion of the rain. Forty

percent runs dobm the Limbs and bark rrhere it is absorbed by the bark,

part is evaporated in the forest interior and the rest runs dorsn to the

soiL. Only one third of the rainfall penetrates through the canopy of

the forest. The high evaporation within the forest creates a stear¡,bath

favoring luxuriant growth.

There is a high leve1 of radiant energy in the tropical rainforest.

Àt noon the sun is more or l-ess directly overhead, thus receiving more

energy than any other region on the earth. Some of this energy is

absorbed by clouds, therefore the drier regions receive more sunshine.

Daylength is 12 3/4 hours for the tops of the trees.
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Regional differences in

proxinity to, and temperature

of the land masses lnfluence

environment.

macroclimate caused by

of ocean currents and

the tropical climate of

trade winds r

the extent and relief

the rainforest

2.2.3 Description of the Rainforest Environment

Within the complex tropical forest community the microclimate

differs beÈween the five layers. Figure 18 ill-ustrates the five forest

layers. The uppermost layer A, is composed of the biggest trees which

are usual-ly isolaÈed from one another and rarely exceeds a height of 50

meters. The tops of these emergent trees receive exposure to full

sunJ-ight egualing that of savanna trees. The crowrrs of mature trees are

usually broader than tall and must be adapted to withstand high

temperatures, intense insolation, external atmosphere and considerabl-e

wind movemenÈ. The uppermost branches are covered with epiphytes such as

orchids, ferns, bromeliads, lichens and liverworts which have unigue

mechanisms whereby water and nutrients are captured for their own use.

These semi-parisitic organisms have aerial roots and live in the boughs

of the A and B layers. Many climbers reach the canopy and t.ake on the

form and size of the tree crowns. lVoody stemmed climbers are known as

lianes and herbaceous climbers are vines. Strangl-ers on the other hand

start as epiphytes in the tree crowns, sendj-ng down roots, which encase

the tree trunk and crown, often killing the host tree. Sunlight in the B

layer, or the main canopY is decreased to 25 percent of fuII light
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inÈensity. This layer is more ln¡mid with a lower tem¡rerature than in the

A layer. Trees in this layer have straight trunks but the crown in

usually tall and narrov¡. Under tle B layer is a lower storey of trees,

the C Iayer. C and D layers only receive three percent of fuIl light

available tl¡erefore tt¡ere is strong competition for light. The D layer

is composed of woody saplings and the E layer is tree seedlings and

herbaceous plants. At ground level only one percent of full light is

realized. Contrary to popular beliefr the forest floor is not dense due

to the extremely low light leveIs.
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Figure 18. Section through the Tropical Rainforest showing
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2.2.4 Vegetation

The climax tropical rainforest is in a dynamic equilibrium with no

net gain or net loss of biomass. As old mature trees dier or are toppJ.ed

by severe winds preceding rainstorms, gaps are created which initiates

the three phases of forest development, a) the gap phase, b) the building

phase, and c) the mature phase. In the initial phaser the interruption

of the upper canopy allows light to penetrate to the l-ower levels of Èhe

forest allowing the development of climbers and vines, and faster growth

of tree seedlings. Tree seedlings grovtn very slowly, one to two inches a

year untif more suitable light conditions are available when there is a

growth spurt during the building phase' filling the gap in the canopy in

one to two years.T The mature phase of development is achieved when the

void, created by the falten tree, has been filled. Litter decays rapidly

due to the high temperatures thus the soil is often bare. Due to the

limited light available at the forest floor, undergrowth is sparse. The

tangted vegetation that one imagines occurring in the rainforest is rare

and only occurs at the edges of the forest or is a result of a gap

created in the upPer canopy allowing light penetration.

In the tropical rainforest there is fierce competition between plant

species for light, moisture and nutrients. Nearly all plants are

evergreen in habit, shedding old leaves and growing nevt ones continuously

and simultaneously. The majority of trees have leathery, dark green

leaves in order to prevent leaf collapse from the intense insolation and

high temperatures at midday. Tree trunks are straighÈ, smooth, slenderr
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often buttressed and reach 25 to 30 meters before expanding to Large

branches and large leaves 1n the crovrn. (Figure 19).

Lower storey trees such as Ficus retusa nitida have adapted to the

forest environment. The slightly cupped feaf retains moisture in a light

mist, but the tapered pointr called the ildrip-tip", allows the leaf to

shed excess amounts of water easily and dry quickry after storms. Dry

Leaves transpire quickly and efficiency is important in low light

leveIs.
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2.2.5 SoiIs

Contrary to popular beÌief the soils of the rainforest are not rich

in nutrients, nor soft and humousy. The constant high temperaÈures tend

to recycle humus efficiently and quickly and soils are poor and hard as

rock. The soils are subject to vigorous leaching and are quite acid in

reaction. Consequently the soils are shallow. The ferralitic soils are

red in color. Leaching is offset by the fast decomposition thus

replenishing the soil minerals. The shallow and extremely dense root

system is adapted to catch the nutrients released from the decaying

organic rnatter quickJ-y and almost completeJ_y.

2.2.6 Summary

The tropical rainforest is naturers product when the climate enables

photoslmthesis and decomposition to remain high year round. It is a

dynamic community undergoing a continuous sequence of events and

ceaseless development. The rainforest occurs in lowland areas having

abundant and well distributed rainfall throughout the 1zêarr combined with

consistent warm temperatures and length of days. The species-rich forest

structure' composed of five layers, is in constant competition for light,

moisture and nutrients.

By studying the natural environment of tropical rainforest plants,

the designer acquires a basic understanding of their horticultural

requirements. This knowledge can be applied when making decisions
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regarding interior conditions of light, temperature, relative hurnidity,

moisture and soiI, for rainforest plant growth and maintenance in the

controlled interior environ¡nent of northern latitudes. Rainforest plants

provide great variety of forms r colors and textures to the interior

landscaped space.
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2.3 THE INTERIOR ENVIRONI,IENT

2.3.1 Introduction

The success of interior landscape architecture is based on the

ability of the interior environment to provide two essential conditions:

a) to maintain human comfort levels of temperature, relative

humidity and lighti and

b) to provide the horticultural and architectural features

which are essential for exotic plant health and ease of

maintenance.

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the interior environment

in terms of human comfort, horticulture and architectural features.

2.3.2 The Interior Environment - Human Comfort

The most important factors governing human comfort in the interior

environment are temperature, relative humidity and light. Seven

interior settings u/ere researched in order to obtain the recommended

temperature and relative humidity levels for winter and summer, and the

typical light levels for these settings. Table 1 outlines these

recommended environmental conditions.
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To briefly summarize Table 1, tle recommended temperatures range

from 20o C to 25.60 C. In higher latitudes' building interiors are

maintained at a greater temperature than tte external- air for much of the

year, causing the relative tn¡midity to drop. This explains the lower

relative h-rmidity levels in winter of 20 to 30 p€rcent, compared to

surnmer with 50 to 60 percent. The recommendations for lighting are based

on human tasks performed in those settings and do not reflect levels

required for pJ-ant Ì¡eaIth. Lighting recommendations vary from 10 to 500

foot candles.

Exotic plants will thrive in the conditions of temperature and

relative humidity recommended for human comfort. Temperature determines

the rate at which pJ.ant processes occur. Optimum growth occurs when

night temperatures are five to eight Celcius degrees cooler than ttre

daylight temperature range of 21o C to 24o C. Plants require a minimum

of 35 percent lmmidity and do well in most buildings with 50 to 55

percent Ìnrmidity, but an excess of 85 percent can encourage disease

pathogens. Therefore, it is evident that exotic plants can coexist erith

people in their interior environment.

However, light is the limiting factor for plant health in the

interior environment, not only in intensity, but also duration and color

rendition. Lighting requirements of plants are refated to a number of

factors including: plant typer level- of acclimatizationt canopy size;

customer expectations relating to canopy density, plant life span and

appearance; light source, direction, intensity, and quality. The

tropical plants commonly useil in the interior environment are grouped
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according to similar light reguirements. Three categories are

identified.

1. Low light reguiring 50 to 500 fc for plant health growth.

2. Mediu¡n light requiring 1,000 to 3,000 fc for plant health

and growth, or 100 to 11000 for plant maintenance.

3. High light reguiring 4,000 to 8,000 fc for growth and 500

to 21000 fc for plant maintenance.

2.3.2.1 Sunmary

The interior environments of the seven settings provide acceptable

temperature and relative tmmidity levels to support the growth of

tropical plants. The limiting factor in each setting is light, thus

requiring an increase in light leve1s if tropical plants are to be used.

The increased amount of light required would depend on the type of plant

desired for the location. For example: if Brassaia actinoptvlla, which

requires 100 to 11000 fc (foot candles) for maintenance and 1,000 to

3 1000 fc for continued growth, were chosen for a conference room with a

tlzpical light leve1 of 30 fc, it would not survive for very long. Tbe

l-ight leve1 woul-d have to be increased near the plant a minimum of '70 fc,

preferably greater.
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2.3 .3 Tl'e lnterior Environment - Horti culture

Ttre processes that determine how a plant grows are controlled by the

environment, t}¡e f,acÈors of which are temperature, humidity, light,

moisture, soil, nutrients and gases. À11 of these factors are

interrelated and al-I effect the Ìreight, strength and overalL health of

the plant. Temperature and humidity have been discussed in section

2.3.2.

2.3.3. 1 Liqht

Light has tlre most regulating infl,uence on plants. The most

efficient and abundant source of light is the sun, and is dependent upon

Iatitude, altitude of the sun, season and cloud cover. Daylight has a

higher red content when ttre sun is low than when the sun is overhead. In

most buildings daylight enters through side windows or skylights and is

very different in effectiveness. Side windows have a potential to yield

only one half to one third of the daylight which is directly overlead.

This potential is greatly reduced due to obstructions from other

buildings, overhangs or changes in adjacent topography. The total- amount

of daylight equals the sum of the unobstructed sky view, the external

reflectecl components and the internally reflected components (walIs,

floors, ceilings, planters, etc. ).8 For calculations see interior

landscape mode1.

Light has three main characteristics: brightness or intensity; the

kind of color or light quality; and the length of day.
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Photosynthesis is largely regn:lated by J.ight intensity, the more

food the plant produces, the better it will, grow. However, there are

many exceptions to this. Pfants which naturally inhabit shady areas

usually have low photosynthetic rates and reach a maximum at 1ow light

intensities. These pì.ants survive because they conserve tte available

energy rather than being efficient at its capture. Plants that

originate in dense forests and jungì-es may overt¡eat causing foliar damage

when placed in high light intensities, while those from desert regions

require high light conditions. High light leveÌs can cause problems but

usually with interior locations, the main concern is with low light

intensities. At lower leveIs, variegated or colored foliage tend to

appear less vivid due to ttre need to produce ptntosyntbetic pigments in

preference to color pigments.

The quality of J-ight is not important when plants are grown solely

under natural sunlight, but is of considerable importance wben artificial

light is provided for interior landscapes, for artificial light is quite

different from sunlight in color rendition. Light from some lamps, such

as mercury vapor is blue, while most incandescent lamps emit light with

high red rays. Light with a large amount of red rays tends to produce

plants with elongated stems, while plants grown under blue light are

short and stocky. !,ihen using artif icial lighting as supplemental to

sunlight, white light, which simulates sunlight, is recommended.9

I^lhere artificial light is the sole light source, the lights should

be used for ten to twelve hours during each twenty four hour cycle unÌess

some plants grown are sensitive to daylength. A dark period of at least

four to six hours is required.
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The position of the light source has a marked effect on plant

growth. Exterior plants receive some sunllght on all sides throughout

the day whereas plants grown in the interior may receive light only on

one side, therefore causing the plant to grow towards the light, and

possibly losing the leaves on the dark side. Supplemental Iighting in

the interior would correct the potential growth irregularities.

2.3.3.2 Acclimatization

It is important that fofiage plants be acclimatized to the lower

light conditions of interior spaces before installation in order to

prevent shock causing leaf drop, flower abortionr loss of leaf color or

death. Stress is reduced by exposing the plant to short periods of

exposure to fess ideal conditions over a period of weeks or months,

depending on plant variety, allowing the leaf physiology to adjust to nev¡

lighÈ conditions and lower humidity l-evels. Only acclimatized plant

material should be specified in interior installations.

2.3.3.3 Moisture

Although water is essential for plant life, almost ninety percent of

plant material- losses are due to over!¡atering which reduces air

circulation in the root zone, causing root suffocation. However, too

litt.le water causes water stress and a reduction in growth rate. lrlater

should be at room temperaturer therefore a warln-cold blender should be
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installed at the water source. Cherrically softened water shoul-d be

avoided due to the high sodium content. Fluoride in drinking utater can

accumulate and cause damage in some species' The sl¡mPtoms exhibited are

Ieaf tip dieback or dead patches on the main Leaf blade. Filters at the

water source wilJ. purify the water and prevent any potential problems.

2.3.3.3. 1 l'lanua1 Watering

l,Iatering by hand is highly fabour intensive. It is recommended as

an alternative to automatic integrated systems. It is suitable for smaLl

installations and scattered plantings where automatic systems are not

appropriate. Water sources should be suppì-ied as often as possible and

always a minimum of one per building floor.

2.3.3.3.2 Integrated !'latering Systems

It is recommended that a drip system be used whenever possible

especially for large plantings or inaccessible locations. The automatic

systems reduces labour and human error. The system should be equipped

with a non-return valve to prevent water from being drawn back into the

water suppty causing a health risk. Drip emitters release v¡ater through

a number of exit units alì-owing a slow, steady and exact amount of water

to be supplied to a specific area. Another type is a spray system

providing coverage in either a fan or circular shape. Irrigation systems

can be controlled in one of three ways. Manual control relies on the
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human element to initiate the operation as a reÊult of personal

observation. A tine clock can standardize the operation but adequate

drainage is essential. Automatic control through the pse of moisture

sensing devices connected to an alert system aLlows for effective

irrigation control.

In addition to either manual or automatic watering of the plant

material, a regular hosing down of the fofiage is recommended to clean

foliage, reduce insect infestation and improve aPpearance.

2.3.3.4 Transpiration

Plants lose water by transpiration through the stomata and to a

Iesser extenÈ by the cuticle. Transpiration is dependent upon the

quantity of light and therefore occurs during periods of light' Due to

Iow radiation levels, most interior plants have characteristically low

rates of transpiration. l{any interior plants are unable to transpire

rapidly and are susceptibl-e to sudden exposures to direct sunlight'

Transpiration is most intense in conditions of high temperatures, low

humidity, high light and fast air movement resulting in the wilting of

the plant if the rate of water uptake is exceeded'

2.3.3.5 Soils

The soil is a medium whereby the root system provides anchorage for

the entire plant. It is a mixture of ingredients which sustain plant
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life performing three main functions: a) a6 a reservoir of plant

nutrients which ls affected by temperature of the substratei b) supplies

water to the roots, and c) is a source of oxygen necessary for root

respiration. It is important to maintain a proper balance in the soil

between the solidr Çasêoüa and liquid phases. If there is too much water

in the soil, toxic levefs of carbon dioxide can buil-d up resulting in a

decline in the efficiency of water uptake. Pl-ants can lose turgidity and

wil-t even in the presence of water. !{ater logging of the soiL al-so

inhibits root growth increasing susceptibility to disease attack. À

continuous application of hard water can raise the soil pH and simiì-arJ-y

where high concentrations of sodium chl-oride exist in the water there is

risk of toxic salt leveLs. The soil should be loose and not packed even

after long periods of time. It should contain only moderate amounts of

nutrients because highly fertile media can be very detrimental. For

exampÌer desert vegetation reguires Iight, nutrient poor soi1, whereas

rain forest vegetation requires richer soif. Soil mixes should contain

varying amounts of sphagnum or peat moss, vermiculite, perlite, limestone

and sandy l-oam in appropriate combinations for the plants selected.

2.3.3.6 Nurtrients

Fertilization programs are needed to keep

but must be irnplemented properly. Liquid feed,

organic or inorganic in origin are recommended.

fertilizers minimize the risk of leaf and root

plant materials heaì-thy

sl-ow release either

IrTater soluble

burning if properly
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diluted. Slow release fertilizers which are usually organic based are

released as a result of bacterial- activity. The rate of rel-ease is

dependent upon temperature and the availability of moisture. Organic

fertilizers are rnore efficient than lnorganic fertilizers rr¡hich are

subject to leaching. Of the elements comprising most commercially

available fertilizers, nitrogen promotes foliar growth, potassiun

promotes flowers and phosphorous stimulates root growth. The planting

medium should have a pH between 5.5 and 6.5.

2.3 .3.7 Gases

The gases in the air in inhabited buildings are adequate to suPPort

good plant growth. Phytotoxic aases in building interiors usually arise

from the incomplete combustion of organic compounds such as oiÌ, coal and

natural gas. The most serious pollutant, ethylene occurs naturally in

plants cells where it monitors leaf senescence and root formation,

however, when supplied from the environment even in the smallest of

quantities, wiltingr premature leaf drop and flower abortion occurs.

Carbon monoxide has similar effects as ethyl-ene but is only harmful at

51000 times the concentration, at which point it is also toxic to humans.

Chl-orine in high concentrations, due to accidental release, usually

affects oLd tissue first. Chl-orine in the air next to swimming pools is

not in sufficiently large concentrations to be phytotoxic. Vapors from

strong cleaning chemicalsr often containing ammonia and carbon

tetrachloride, can cause foliar damage¡ turning leaves bIack. Àdequate
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ventil-ation should prevent potential problems of pþtotoxic Aases in

bu ildings.

2.3.3.8 Sum¡nary

By providing tbe prop€r horticultural conditions of temperature,

Ìnrmidity, J.ight, moisture, nutrients and soil for exotic pl-ant groups in

interior environment, their lealth and growth in ensured. Ttrey will

thrive and add beauty to the interior of buildings for long periods of

time, five years or more.
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2.3.4 The Interior Environment - Àrchitectural- Features

The following architectural features must be carefully considered in

order to properly maintain exotic plants in the environmentally

controlled interior: interior finishes, large eqgipment access and ,

planter selecÈion and desigrn.

2.3.4.1 Interior Finishes

Surfaces adjacent to pÌant areas must be carefully selected for ease

of maintenance, safeÈy and inherent desigrr qualities. Preference should

be given to surfaces that are water and stain resistant, non-slip and

unaffected by increased humidity levels. Design qualities of color,

texture and pattern are important features to be considered.

2.3.4.2 Large Equipment Access

Provisions should be made to allow the access of large equipment on

site in summer and winter for the installation, pruning or spraying of

Iarge specimen planÈs.
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2 .3 .4 .3 Pl-anters

Planters as contaíners for tropical plantsr shoul-d fulfill the

following functions:

a) be of appropriate size to contain the roots and soil

required for the plant(s)

b) provide drainage for excess water

c) should be waterproof and not Leak to surrounding

surfaces

Planters used in most interior locations are either prefabricated

plastic, metal or are built insitu. Small prefabricated pots have the

advantage of being relatively lighL and therefore do not require special

structural- considerations, as well as easily positioned, unlikely to teak

and are available in many shapes, sizes and colors. Plants can be double

potted or planted directly in the decorative pots. Insitu planters are

best suited for large displays of foliage plants.

2.3.4.3.1 Reservoir Systems

Reservoir systems are based on capillary action and are labor

saving. Containers may not need refilling for up to two months freeing

up valuable time of the maintenance person to clean and keep plants

looking attractive. Sensing devices in the soil detect the soil moisture
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content and deliverE h¡ðter at roorì Lemperature to t.he plant ¡rhen needed.

the tinre between refills depends on the size and type of pJ.ant, lightingr

heat, humidity and season. Reservoir systems are advantageous in hard to

reach locations such as bal.conles, ledges or where accessibility is poor.

They also reduce sart buildup and eliminates soil compaction fron

overhead watering.

Natural Spring Self Controlled
I'latering Planter by Planter
Technology.

TRANSP¡RAIION

6EXSOn

ßESEFVO¡R
FILL _

WATER
nEsEnvotn

(Up lo 2 ¡onth¡
Bclr.cn F¡ll'n0r)

AERATION

2.3.4.3.2 Insitu Planters

There are several

interior situations.

advantages and

The advantages:

disadvantages

a ) they look

to their use in large

most natural, b) they
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are not linited by container size therefore large specimens can be used,

and c) the roota of plants are noÈ restricted to a pot and therefore they

are able to spread out.

The disadvantages: a) Pl-ants are grown directly in the planter and

cannot be turned around or rotated, in such cases supplemental lighting

away from windows is important to ensure that plants grovt straight and

not towards the windowi b) plant replacements are urore difficult

especialty in the case of large specimens. ft is important to select

plants that have similar cultural requirements if they are to share the

same space.

The drainage of medium is critical. A slope of 1:40 at the base of

the planter to the outlet should be allowed for water drainage.

The drainage layer should consist of gravel and be 15 to 20 percent

of compost layer. The filter Ìayer should be composed of a tightly woven

synthetic material which must resist root penetration located between the

compost layer and the drainage layer. Drains linked to building drainage

systems must be equipped with a silt trap to Prevent particles from

entering the building water system.

Buildings must be structurally sound to accommodate the added weight

of the planter, soil (dry and wet) and plant material-. Point loading of

large specimens may be required-

2 .3 .4 .4 Surnrnary

The careful- selection of interior finishes for ease of maintenance,

safety and design characteristics is important. Provisions should be
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made for the access of Ìarge eguipment required for plant maintenance.

The selection and design of planters is a prominent architectural feature

that the designer must t.ake into consideration.
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PÀRT 3 THE ÀRT OF IÀ*TERIOF LANDSCåPE ÀRCHITECTURE

,/
ìù'
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3.1 THE CONCEPT

The ain of interior landscape archítecture is to creaÈe a better

interior environment by satisfying manrs emotional and physical needs

while fulfilling the horticultural requirements of tropical plants. To

accomplish this, the technology and art of interior landscape

architecture must be integrated in order to create higher quality designs

in the future.

As previously outlined, tropical deserts and rainforests are unique

in cl-imate, landscape and vegetation. In order to capture the essence of

these tropical environments, the designer of the interior must take

inspiration from tropical indigenous landscapes. These environments need

to be re-examined to identify the desirable landscape and pJ-ant

qualities, abstract them and introcluce these qualities to the total-

interior space in order to create images of the native environment. This

selective process must be done at the building concept stage. The goal

of this fundamental approach to interior landscape architecture is not to

imitate nature within the confines of architecture, but to create

environmental imagery.

Roberto Burle-I"larx, a Brazilian artist and landscape designer, took

a simil-ar approach to landscape design. He recognized the inherent

qualities of tropical plant forn, texture and col-our. He used plant

material as a means to an end, not wishing to imitate nature, but to

improve nature though art. Every plant was chosen for a particular

quality it possessed and would contribute to the final desigrn. Trees
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were chosen for their sculptural characteristics and flowers for síze,

shape, color or season of bloom. Plants were abstracted from nature to

satisfy any of a number of final design qualities: colouri texture;

shapei or scent.

In a similar manner, the interior landscape designer can abstract

the inherent desigin characteristics of tropical- Iandscapes and their

indigenous plant material-, and transform those gualities into interior

design elements. Seven qualities of tropical environments have been

identified: 1. descriptive words and feelings

2. light qualitY

3. scale

4. colour

5. form, shaPe and mass

6. textures

7. line

Through a cultivated sensitivity of these qualities, the desigmer

can utilize them through design and detail as an integral part of the

total interior architecture and decoration.

The following section examines the tropical desert and rainforest

environments in terms of desirable design qualities of the landscape and

vegetation. It also suggests possible uses in interior design and

architecture. It should be noted that not all quatities found in native

tropical environments are easily abstracted and transformed into interior

design form, nor m.ay it be desirable to use all gualities in one space.

Discretion is up to the desigmer.
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3.r.r

Fig,ure 20.

Source - Desert
McIsaac.

1.

THE DESERT: INTERIOR DESIGN IHPLICATIONS

Descrlptive l{ords and Feelings

Landscape - barren, dry, hot, stark, brlght, desolation, vast,
IoneIy, windy open

PIånt - prlckly, sensuous, ugly, unique, fleshy

rnterior Desigm - srinimal furnlshlngs and accessories, detail
in textures

in southwestern United States. Photo courtesy of Patrick
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2. Llght Quallty

Landscape - strong, brilliant, unlform, few shadows,
difficuLt to determine depth and distance, two dlmensional

PLant - few shadows on plants 60 vegetatlon appears two
dfmenslonal or flat

Interlor Design - even light distribution throughout
interior, minimal shadows, no åccent lightlng

Figure 21.

Source - Desert in southwestern United States.
McIsaac.

Photo courtesy of Patrick
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3. Scale

Landscape - lntirnidatlngr vast, open

PLant - wide range of plant sizes frorn tiny ro6ette6 to largerupright forms

Interior Desigm - fl-at low surfaces, high ceitings, stark
furnishings

Figure 22.

Source - Shiban, Saudi Àrabia.
p. 477.

National Geographic, October 19g5,
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4. CoIour

Figure 23.

Source - Huntington Desert Garden,
1984, p. 168.

Landscape - soft browns, belges, terracotta, ¡nuted tones,
brilllant blue sky

Plant - variety of colour from yellow greens to blue greens,
brightty coloured flowers

Interior Desigm - u6e plant or Landscape colours as a basis
for colour scheme

California House and Garden, November
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5. Form, Shape and l'lass

Landscape - flat to undulatÍngr soft seneuous curves

Plant - dicLated by shape of stems, dense plant forms,
6en6uous shapes

rnterior Design - sinuous curves in walkways or pranting beds,
rounded or coÌumnar shapes, "heavy" or dense furnlshlngs

Figure 24.

Source - Barrel cacti, Huntington Desert Garden.
November 1984, p. 162.

House and Garden,
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6. Texture

Landscape - varies from fine sand to coarse rock

Plant - smooÈh to roughr - rplny, hairy, prlckly

Interlor Deslgn - variety of surface qualities _
to smooth tiles, 'viÊualì textures or patternÊ in
and flooring

or aborescent

rough atucco
furnishings

Figure 25.

Source - Huntington Desert Garden.
p. 169.

House and Garden, November 1984,
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7. Line

Landscape - predominantly horlzontal llnesr 6lnuousr minimal
vertica 1s

Plant - curvlng lines, round outlines

rnterior Deslgn Form - strong use of low horizontal.s in r¡indow
arrangements, furnishing or wall treatmentE, simple outlines,
restfuL and relaxing lines

Figure 26.

Source - Gobi Desert. National Geographic, February 1985, p. 263.
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3.1.2 THE RAINFOREST: IIIIERIOR DESIGN I¡'IPLICÀTIONS

Descriptive lJords and Feellngs

Landscape - lush, green, humid, fragrant, stimulating, dark,
refreshing, jungle

Plant - lushr gr€€rt, large, overgrounr great variety

Interior Desigrn - open and encl,osed spaces, high or tall
ËPaces

Figure 27.

source - Rio Grande River, Jamaica. Equinox, september/october 19g3,
p. 51.

t.
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2. Lisht Quallty

Landscape - dark lnterior to bright op€n gap areô6, ¡nany
shadows

Plant - lnterplay of ttght and dark surfaces

rnterlor Deslgn - varyfng gualities of light from brlght to
dark, use of accent lightingr open and enclosed area6

Figure 28.

Source - Rainforest, Venezuel-a.
p. 333.

National Geographic, Septenber 1985,
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3. Sca le

Figure 29.

Source - Banyan

Landscape - fronr a distance scal.e does not appear rruch
different from tenperate zones, however r¡hen in the forest
vegetation dwarfs man

Plants - towerlng, awesome, wide varlety in size

Interior Desigrn Form - very hlgh ceilings and large plant
nraterial, elongated and verticaL shapes

tree in Barbados. Photo by author.
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4. Colour

Landscape - nåny variations of green, 9rey, beige, blue (sky),
blue green (water) r and red eoil

Plant - predornlnantly ye1low, yellow green follage and some
multi-coloured, brilliant flower colours of redr lellow,
pink, purple, etc.

Interior Desfgn - base colour scheme on plant or landscape
colours

Figure 30.

Source - Tropical gardents in Barbados. Photo by author.
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5. Form, Shape and I'lass

Landscape - flat to angrular landscape

PIånt - determined by branchlng habit, variety in leaf
arrangement and size, strong vertlcaLs

Interior Desigrn - vertlcal spaces, delicate patterns in
fabrics and finishes

Figure 31.

Source - RioGrande River¡ ,famaica.

P.51.
Equinox¡ Septenber /October 1983,
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6. Texture

Landscape - dellcate, smooth

Plant - smooth to coarse, hairy, mu6t consider leaf shape
surface guality, leaf spacingr leaf size and the absence of
petioles

Interior Desigrn - predominate use of smooth surfaces

Figure 32.

Source - Tropical forest of llount Kilimanjaro. Eguinox, January/February
1985, p. 64.
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?. Llne

Figure 33.

Source - Tropical forest, Coh:mbia.
p. 66.

Landscape - graceful, undulatlng

Plant - graceful, upleafing, curvlng, predomJ.nantly vertical
lines

rnterior Deslgrn - vertical lines in window divisions,
rrouldingsr lraceful lines

Eguinox, November,/December 1992,
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3. 1.3 Summary

Desert and rainforest imagery may be created by abstracting the

desirabl-e qualities from the natural environment and vegetation, and

Íntroducing them in the interior as design elements. Pl-ants are chosen

for their particular qualities of colour, texture or form making a

significant contribution to the final- desigrn. The design Process is one

of creating three dimensional art form, as opposed to a horticultural

exercise.
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PÀRÎ 4 THE APPLTCåTIOI; OF TECNHOLOGY AND ART
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4.1 INTERIOR I,ANDSCÀPE ÀRCHITECTURE MODEL

4.1 .1 Introduction

The following prototypes demonstrate the application of the

principles, and methodology required to produce an interior landscaped

environment in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Two different approaches have been

taken: Prototype A, using the desert landscape for inspirationi and

Prototype B, taking inspiration from the rainforest environment.

4.1 .2 Site Examination

The foll-owing example illustrates the method by which the available

light can be calculated for an interior situation in Winnipegr Manitoba.

At the 50th para11e1, the potential for available annual sunshine in

Winnipeg is 4483 hours. On average only 51.8 percent or 2321.4 hours is

experienced. The month of July averages the most avaifat'le sunshine with

315.6 of a possible 492 hours, or 64.1 percent realized. November

registers the least with an average of 33.3 percent.l0

The setting demonstrated is a reception area of an office buiÌding,

at ground leveÌ. The cal-culations shown are for an overcast sky at 10:00

â.rnr¿ March 21 or Septernber 21. For a more thorough picture of J-ight

levels throughout the year, and under varying conditions, further
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calculations are necessary. The environmenÈal conditions for the

reception area are as follows¡

Location: Vlinnipegr l'lanitoba 50o N. Latitude
Room size: 20 ft bY 30 ft
Ceiling height ¿ 14 ft
lJindow area: 11 ft high bY 30 ft long
Window type: TriPIe gì-azed, R 3.13
VJindow orientation: South
Reflectance of interior finishes.

ViALLS: 30t
CEILING 75I
FLOORS: 30$

Reflectance of outside materials: Vegetation mean value 25t
(APPENDIX III)

Recommended Temperatures. I'Jinter 21 . 1 to 23.3" C

Summer 23.3 to 25.60 c

Recommended Relative Humidity. !{inter 20 to 30t
Sum¡ner 50 to 60c

Recommended Lighting levels. 10 - 30 fc

To determine the amount of daylight available to the interior, the
Daylight Factor must be calculated.

Daytight Factor = Sky Component + External Reflected Component * Internal
Reflected Component

Where the
Sky Component is the measure of direct light from the sky
reaching anY interior Point.

the External Reflected component is the light. reaching a point
after reflecting from external surfaces, and

the Internal Reffected component is the light reaching a point
after reflection from internal surfaces such as wa11s, floor
and ceiling etc.

Sky Component
.Sky luminance is 1180 footlamberts (see Appendix II)
.Illumination at a vertical window is one half that of the sky
therefore it is 590 footlamberts.

External Reflected Component
.to calculate the luminance reflected by the vegetation the
sky luminance is multiplied by 25 percent for a value of 295
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footlamberts. However, a vertical window receives
itlurnination from a uniformly bright ground equaL in
footlamberts to one half the ground brightness for a value of
(295 x 1/2r, 14'1.5 footlarnberts.

InternaÌIy Reflected Component
The eguation to calculate the internally reflected components
is:

EP=EixAwxKuxKm

Ep* = workplane illumination at point P (lumens,/ft2 or
footcandles' fc)

Ei = ill-umination from sky or ground incident on vertical
windows (fc)

Aw = gross area of fenestration (ft2)

Ku = utilization coefficient which includes the effect of
fenestration design' daylight controls, interior
refl-ectances and room geometry (APpendix IV)

Km : Iight 1oss coefficient (Appendix V) (clean area,
vertical window a value of .9)

* Since the work-plane illumination varies with the distance from the
window¡ coefficients are determined for three points on the work-plane in
a l-ine at right to the middles of the window (APPendix IV).

E max is 5 feet from the window

E rnid is the midpoint of the room, and

E mi-n is 5 feet from the inner wall

For each point, separate calculations must be made for sky light and
ground light with the results added to obtain the total work-plane
illumination at that point.

E max (sky) = 590 x 330 x.00122 x.9 = 213.78 fc

E rnax (ground) :147.5 x 330 x .0054 x .9 = 236.56 fc

E max (total) - lky 
* ground

: 213.78 + 236.56 = 450.34 fc

E nid (sky¡ = 590 x 330 x .00076 x .9 = 133.17 fc
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E mid (ground) - 147-5 x 330 x .00048 x .9 = 21.03 fc

E nid (total) - 133.17 + 21.03 = 154.20 fc

E min (sky) = 590 x 330 x .00042 x .9 = 73'60 fc

E min (ground) = 147.5 x 330 x .00041 x .9 = 17.96 fc

E min (total) = 73.60 + 17.96 = 91.56 fc

For the 3 points in the 20 x 30 foot room the DaylighÈ Factor rray be

ca Iculated.

Daylight Factor = Sky Component + External Reflected
Component + Internal Reflected Component

For point E max the DaYlight Factor
= 590. + 147.5 + 450.34
= 1187.84 fc

For Point E mid = 590. + 147.5 + 154'2
= 89 1.7 fc

For point E min = 590. + 147.5 + 91'56
= 829.06 fc

From these cal-culations it is evident that the light levels would

support the growth of tropical plants in the low and medium light

categories. The J-ight levels would obviously change with the seasons,

time of day and amount of cloud cover.
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4. 1 .3 PrototyPe À - The Desert

The natural environment was examined to determine the desirable

qualities which best capture the essence of the desert landscape' Plant

and landscape characteristics vtere identified and abstracted to create

the basis of the interior design scheme'

Fifteendesertplantsarelisteddescribingthreeinherent

characteristics of colour, texture, and form as well as plant Iight

reguirements. It should be noted that texture etas determined in three

categories as fol-l-ows:

finerplantsurfacesmoothorcoveredwithfewspines;

medirxn, an even distribution of smooth surfaces and surfaces with

spines; and course¡ plant surface covered in spines'

The plants and their characteristics are summarizeð in Table 2'
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Table 2.

DESERT PI,.ANTS

PIant Narne

Abromeitiella
brevi- tolia

Agave
americana

AIoe
cri stata

Beaucarneq
recurvata

Cereus
neruvians

Colour Form Li ght

High
F'u}I Sun

High
FuIl Sun

Hi gh
Ful-I Sun

Medium

Hrgh
Br i ght

ffi
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DESERT PTÀNTS

Plant Name

Cleistocactus
hylacanthus

Cochemiea
poselgeri

Dudleya
bri ttoni i

Echinocactus
grusonrl-

Esoostoa
Ia na ta

CoIour

W

ffi

Texture Light

High
Full- Sun

High
FuIl- Sun

High
FuIl Sun

High
Full Sun

High
Ful-l- Sun

fi
\J
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DESERT PU\NTS

Plant Name

Euphorb j-a

fl-anaganii
t ristata'

Lcnla 1 rrl()(:() rc l¡ [¡

rnarginatus

t4yrti Iloca ctus
geometrizans

Opuntia
microdasys

Tri chocereus
theleganus

Colour Li ght

High
Bri ght

I I i. <_¡l r

Bri ght

High
Full- Sun

Ht9h
Br i ght

Hi gh
Full Sun

W

tl.It
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: -'\ t /\i'l'l;i.l1i;l'i1i;i;i'i '\ \/ \:

i:j:i:1:i:;:¡:!:i:i:j:¡ \ W-\.

\_-/

äi:i:::!::i::';*;:;:.þiiþlll

,,hffi
l!;!;!1!¡l;!¡l¡i¡!¡!;:i:;iþill]]i:
t :.-.-._.-.-.-.-.-r-r
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The following desert landscape characteristics s¡ere identified and

described in terms of their interior design opportunities.

Light - The even light guality of the desert can be exemplified in the

interior through the use of fluorescent lightlng' The

lighting fevel-s as described for the site would allow desert

plants to be maintained, however for their health, higher

levels are Preferred.

Sca1e - The high ceilings in combination with a predominance of

horizontal lines, and low flat surfaces will help create an

image of vastness.

Texture - Textured waII surfaces impermeable to water, and hard, smooth

floor surfaces reflect the variety of textures found in the

desert environment.

Line - Sinuous curves and rounded shapes in the interior project the

variety of soft lines found in the desert.

Colour - The colour scheme is based on the desert plant colours in the

Yellow-Green to B1ue-Green range and their complimentary

colours in the Red-Orange to Red-Violet range.
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4.1 .4 Prototype B - The Rainforest

The natural environment was examined to determine the desirabÌe

qualities which best capture the essence of the rainforest landscape.

Plant and landscape characteristics vrere identified and abstracted to

create the basis of the interior design scheme.

The methodology utilized was similar to that used in the Prototype A

- The Desert. In the case of the rainforesÈ pJ.ants, the overall texture

of the plant was determined by the size of the leaf in relation to the

overalL plant proportions. Three categories are identified; fine, medium

and coarse.

Fine, leaves very small to smafl in relation to overall plant

proportions,

medium, leaves neither small nor large in proportion to the plant

coarse, Ieaves large in cornparison to stem and plant proportions.

The plants and their characteristics are sunmarized in Table 3.
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The following rainforest landscape characteristics were identified

and described in term6 of their interior design potentiaL.

Light - To create an image of light and clark sPaces found in the

rainforesÈ, the interior environment must present a series of

overhead openings and enclosures which fiÌters the available

light.

Scale - The predominant use of tall-, narrow elongated forms will

create images of the rainforest.

Texture - The use of smooth and finely textured surfaces will reflect

the subtle variety of textures found in the rainforest

environment.

Line - Vertical linesr gentle upward sweeping curves and delicate

shapes are reminiscent of rainforest vegetation.

Colour - The interior colour scheme is based on the rainforest plant

colours in the Yell-ow-Green to Green range. Using a tetrad

colour scheme, the other colours are Oranger Red-Violet and

Blue.
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4.1.5 Surrunary

The two prototypes illustrate two different approaches of interior

Iandscape architecture to the same site. The native desert and

rainforest environments are unique from one anotber in climate,

character, vegetation and trorticulture, therefore they should be treated

differently in tþ interior. Plants were chosen for their inherent

characteristics of colour, texture, and form while satisfying ttreir

horticultural requirements for light. Landscape characteristics r¡/ere

chosen for those qualities which best captured the essence or feeling of

the native environment.

Due to the inl¡erent differences in horticultural requirements

between tt¡e desert and the rainforest plants, tley should not be combined

in the same interior environment. However, many variations within each

plant group are possible, combining the varying qualities of colour, form

and texture while satisfying similar horticultural requirements. The end

result is limited only by the imagination of the designer.
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4.2 CÐNCLUSIONS

Àt present, interior landscaped spaces do not live up to tt¡eir

potential. Often they are a result of poor planning combined with a

l-imited understanding of tropical plant horticultural requirements.

Often too, tbey are included in the interior, after the fact, to fill an

otherwise usefess void, instead of being included in the buiJ-ding concept

and design stage, resulting in interior landscaped spaces which are l-ess

than ideal. To correct this situation, designers must aPply tt¡eir skills

and knowledge to create interior environments which integrate the

technolog'y and art of interior landscape architecture. Interior

landscaped spaces must include the following, for each point is important

and necessary to create environments that artfully suPport the growth of

luxurious tropicals.

- Plants add life to the interior while satisfying man's

psychological link with nature.

- Satisfy tlie tnrman comfort levels of temperature and humidity.

- Provide the proPer borticultural requirements of light'

temperature, humidity, soiI, and moisture.

- Create environmental imagery of tropical landscapes within

arcbitecture.

- Provide the appropriate architectural features which support

plant health and ease of maintenance.
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The following recommendations are outlined to assist designers in

creating exciting lnterior landscaped spaces.

- Interior landscape planning should begin at the buÍIding concept

stage.

- Plants thrive within the tmman comfort levels of temperature and

tmmidity. However, Iight is the most limiting factor within

architecture for exotic plants therefore increased tighting

levels must be provided to ensure plant health, growth and ease

of maintenance.

- Through a selective process, the desirable qualities from

tropical landscapes may be extracted and abstracted to create

environmental imagery.

- Plants shoutd be selected for their inherent design of qualities

of colour, texture and form as well as for their horticultural

requirements.

F\¡ture Research Possibilities.

- Interior landscaped water gardens researching the types of

tropicaJ- aquatic plants and tbeir potential for use in the

interior.

- Study ttre possibility of combining interior landscape

architecture and recreation.

- Study tbe feasibility of interior landscaped spaces as a form of

year round recreation and therapy for tbe elderly.

- fnterior landscaped spaces as an educational tool for chj-Idren

giving them a "hands on" approach to understanding plant

pþsiology while obtaining a greater appreciation for nature.
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APPENDTX ]

According toTropical Plant
Conditions.

Low Light.

List Grouped

50 - 500 fc

Aglaonema commutatum
Asparagus densiflorus
Aspidistra elatior
Beaucarnea recurvata
Calophyl lum inophyllum
Chlorophytum comosum
Cibotium chamissoi
Cissus rhombifolia
Clusia rosea
Crassula argentea
Dichorisandra reginae
Diefenbachia amoena
Dizygotheca elegantissima
Dracaena dermensis rJanet Craigt
Dracaena dermensis tWarneckei I

Dracaena draco
Dracaena fragrans
Dracaena fragrans rMassangeana I

Dracaena marginata
Dracaena sanderiana
Fatsia japonica
Ficus elastica
Ficus lyrata
Ficus retusa
Philodendron miduhoi
Philodendron scandens
Philodendron sellor¡m
Philodendron x rRed Emeraldr
Platycerium alcicorne
Polyscias fruticosa
Sansevierias
Scindapsus aureus
Syngoniums
Tolmiea menziesii
Tradescantias

Palms - Acoelorrhaphe wrightii
Caryota mitis
Chamaedorea eJ-egans
Chamaedorea erumpens
Chamaedorea seifrizii
Chamaedorea humilis
Chrysalidocarpus lutescens
Hedyscepe canterbuyana
Phoenix chinensis

Similar Liqht

Àsparagus Fern
Cast-iron plant
Ponytai I
Laurelwood
Ribbon PÌant
Hawaiian Tree Fern
Grape Ivy
BaIsam Apple
Jade Plant
Queenrs Spiderwart

False Aralia

Dragon Tree

l'ladagascar Dragon Tree
Ribbon Plant
Japonese Aral-ia
Indian Rubber P1ant
Fiddlel-eaf Fig
Chinese Banyan

Heart Leaf Phil-odendron
La cy Tree-phi lodendron

Elkhorn Fern
l"ling Aralia

Pothos

Piggyback Plant
Inch Plants

Everglade PaJ-m

Clustered Fishtail Palm
Parlor Palm
Bamboo Palm
Reed Palm
European Fan Palm
Areca Palm
Kentia PaIm
Chinese Fan Palm
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Ptpenix roebelenii pygrny Date palm
Ptychosperma elegans Solitaire palm
Ptyctrosperma macartln¡rii Hurrican palm
Rhapi s exel, sa Large Lady palm
Washingtonia robusta Mexican Fan palm

Medium Light Plants. 1,000 to 3,000 fc
100 to 1,000 fc for maintenance

Àraucaria beteropþlla Norfolk Island pine
Asplenium nidus Birdsnest Fern
Àucuba japonica rVariegata' Gold Dust plant
Begonias
Brassaia actinopþlla Umbrella Tree
Bromeliads
Ca1 ad iums
Calathea codiaeum prayer plant
Codiaeum variegatum pictum Crotons
CYcas revoluta Sago paln
Ficus benjamina VJeeping Fig
Hedera helix English Ivy
Hoyas
Nephrolepis exaltata Boston Fern
Pandanus utilis Cornmon Screw pine
Scl¡efflera arboricola Hawaiian Schefflera
Spathipþl1um rClevelandiir peace-Iily

High Light Plants. 4,000 to 8,000 fc
500 to 5,000 fc for maintenance

Abutil-on Flowering Maple
Arecastrum romanzoffianum eueen paim
Cactii
Codiaeum variegatum pictum Crotons
Euphorbia pulcherrima poinsetia
Euphorbia splendens Crown of Thorns
Garcinia mangostana Mangosteen
Gardenia jasminoides rFortuniana' Cape Jasmine
Kalanchoes succulents
Mimusops elengii Spanish Cherry
Ptychosperma elegans Àlexander palm
Strelitzia alloa Great tqlhite Strelitzia
Strelitzia caudata
Strelitzia nicolai
Yucca elephatipes Spineless yucca

Source - Alfred Byrd Graf, Exotic plant Manual 2 ed. (East Rutberford:
Roehrs Company, 1970 ) 

-
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